Tax and M1 peptide/HLA-A2-specific Fabs and T cell receptors recognize nonidentical structural features on peptide/HLA-A2 complexes.
Both TCRs and Ab molecules are capable of MHC-restricted recognition of peptide/MHC complexes. However, such MHC restriction is the predominant mode of recognition by T cells, but is extremely rare for B cells. The present study asks whether the dichotomy in Ag recognition modes of T and B cells could be due to fundamental differences in the methods by which TCRs and Abs recognize peptide/MHC complexes. We have compared MHC and peptide recognition by panels of CTL lines specific for the Tax and M1 peptides presented by HLA-A2 plus Tax and M1 peptide/HLA-A2-specific human Fabs that were selected from a naive phage display library. Collectively, the results indicate both striking similarities and important differences between Fab and TCR recognition of MHC and peptide components of the Tax and M1/HLA-A2 complexes. These findings suggest that these two classes of immunoreceptors have solved the problem of specific recognition of peptide/MHC complexes by nonidentical mechanisms. This conclusion is important in part because it indicates that Ab engineering approaches could produce second-generation Ab molecules that more closely mimic TCR fine specificity. Such efforts may produce more efficacious diagnostic and therapeutic agents.